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We show that under certain additional hypotheses the proper base change theorem holds for 
arbitrary abelian sheaves. 
1. Introduction 
It is well known that many of the fundamental theorems in &ale cohomology 
are valid for torsion sheaves only. In particular this is the case for the proper base 
change theorem as is shown by the example in [l, XII, 21. 
If the sheaf in question is representable by a smooth commutative group 
scheme a related result is still available in a special case [4, III, 3.111. However 
there are important instances where the sheaves are neither torsion nor represent- 
able. Such is the case for example in the theory of Lichtenbaum’s complexes [3] 
where &tale sheaves constructed from algebraic K-theory occur. 
In this note we extend a version of the proper base change theorem to arbitrary 
abelian sheaves. Recall that a morphism between schemes is called normal if it is 
flat with geometrically normal fibres [2, (6.8.1)]. For the definition of excellent 
schemes we refer to [2, (7.8.5)]. Our result is the following: 
1.1. Theorem. Consider the Cartesian diagram of noetherian schemes, 
y--Ly 
n’ I I n 
X’IX 
and assume that T is proper, Y is excellent and f’ is normal. If F is any abelian 
sheaf on Y, then the base change morphism 
ai,: f*(R’rr,F)+ I&;(f’*F) 
is an isomorphism for every i. 
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Fields, complete local rings and Dedekind rings with quotient field of charac- 
teristic zero are excellent. Every scheme that is locally of finite type over an 
excellent scheme is excellent. In particular all ‘arithmetical’ schemes are excellent. 
The morphism f’ in Theorem 1.1 is normal if f is. Observe that if Y is normal in 
Theorem 1.1, then Y’ is normal as well by [2, (6.14.1)] and hence the counterex- 
ample of [l, XII, 21 does not apply in our case. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
It follows from the assumptions of Theorem 1.1 that in particular the higher 
direct images R’a, and R’G-: commute with pseudofiltered direct limits. In view 
of [l, IX, (2.7.2)] it is thus sufficient to prove the theorem for Z-constructible 
sheaves (lot. cit. (2.3)). 
2.1. Let X be a normal scheme, then H’(X, Cl!) = 0 for i > 0. 
Proof. A normal scheme is locally integral. Hence the connected components of X 
are irreducible and so we may assume X to be irreducible. Let j: q 4 X be the 
inclusion of the generic point 7 = Spec k. As X is geometrically unibranch, a 
consideration of the stalks shows that the adjunction map Q/X-+ j,Q/q is an 
isomorphism [l, IX, (2.14.1)]. F or x E X we have R’j,(Q/q), = H’(X, X,q, Q) 
where X, is the strict Henselization of X in the geometric point X+ X. As X is 
normal Xi xxv is the spectrum of a field and by Galois cohomology we find that 
R’j,(Q), = 0 for 4 > 0. Hence the Leray spectral sequence gives H’(X, 0) = 
H4(k, Cl!) and (2.1) follows. 0 
2.2. Let p : ?+ Y be a morphism of noetherian schemes and assume that ? is 
normal. Then Rip*(Q) = 0 for i > 0. 
Proof. For y E Y we have Rp,(Q),- = H’(Y,- X, ?, Q) and hence by (2.1) it 
suffices to show that Y, X y ? is normal. This will follow from [2, (6.14.1)] if the 
natural map Y,- + Y is a normal morphism. Since Y,- + Spec B,,, is faithfully flat 
with geometrically regular fibres [2, (18.8.12)] it is normal and observing that 
Spec 6,,,-+ Y is normal as well we are done. q 
2.3. Let 
Yf-Y -I 
P’ I I P 
X’fX 
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be a Cartesian diagram of noetherian schemes with p proper and assume that 2 and 
?I are normal. Then for any finitely generated abelian group C the base change 
morphism 
a;: f*(R’p,C)-, R’p;(ji*C) 
is an isomorphism for i 2 0. 
Proof. In view of the proper base change theorem for torsion sheaves we may 
assume that C = Z. The exact sequence O~Z-+Q-+Q/Z~O gives a commuta- 
tive diagram with exact lines 
and a commutative square for every i 2 2 
Here we have used that, because of (2.2), 
R$,(Q) = 0 = R’p;k(Q) for i 2 1 
According to the proper base change theorem for torsion sheaves, the (.y b,, are 
isomorphisms for all i. Hence CY> ’IS an isomorphism for every i 2 2. By [l, XII, 
5.1(i)] for every sheaf of sets M the base change morphism f*p*M-+p&f”*M is 
bijective. As finite inverse limits exist in the &ale site, the functors inverse and 
direct image for sheaves of sets agree with the same functors defined for sheaves 
of abelian groups. It follows that (Y; and LY\ and hence also cr i are isomorphisms. 
Alternatively one may look at a): and (Y& on stalks and use [4, II, (3.8)] Cl 
2.4. Th_eorem 1.1 is true for F = r, C, whe_re C is a finitely generated abelian group 
and r: Y* Y is a finite morphism with Y normal. 
Proof. It follo_ws that T’: Yf = ? x y Y’+ Y’ is finite and according to [2, (6.14.1)] 
the scheme Y’ is normal. We obtain a commutative diagram 
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-I I - Y-Y 
I I 7’ T 
Y"'-_y 
I I 5-r’ 77 
/ 
X’---+X 
of Cartesian squares. Setting p = n-r and p’ = rr’r’ we obtain a morphism of 
spectral sequences 
E;.9 = f*(RPr*)(R97*)(C) j f*(RP+‘p,)(C) 
I I P+q =c 
(Rp7T:)(RqT:)f”*C 3 (Rp+9p;)f”*C 
which on the initial terms is induced by the base change morphisms for r and rr 
(see [l, XII, 4.4(ii)]). A s T and r’ are finite, there ensues a commutative diagram 
f*R’r&,C)~ f*R'p,(C) 
8 I 
R'TT;( f '*r+.C) D1 lc 
* I 
R$r;(~;j%)--* 
+ 
Rp:,(f"*C) 
where cp = ai c and $ is R’mi applied to the base change morphism for T. 
Because of (2T3) we know that cz> is an isomorphism. Since T is finite, Cc, is an 
isomorphism as well and hence (2.4) follows. 0 
2.5. Proof of Theorem 1.1. As mentioned above we may assume F to be 
Z-constructible. By assumption Y is excellent hence universally Japanese [2, 
(7.8.3)] and according to [l, IX, (2.14.2)] there is an exact sequence 
of Z-constructible sheaves where C = Bi T,.,+C, is a finite direct sum: The CL are 
finitely generated abelian groups, the morphisms 7i : f + Yi are finite and the ti 
are normal schemes. As we have seen in (2.4), the base change morphism LYE is 
an isomorphism for every i. Consider the following commutative diagram with 
exact lines: 
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I ai I I a lc; I t+* nF I ++’ I I a$+’ 
~‘~;(f’*x)+ R’r;(f’*G)+ R’+‘r;(f’*F)-, R'+'r;(f'*X)-, R'+'T;(f'*G) 
We will prove by induction on i that czi is an isomorphism for every Z- 
constructible sheaf. For i < 0 this is trivial, so assume the assertion is true for a 
fixed value of i. Then LY i, a L and cx r’ are isomorphisms. Hence a F1 is injective. 
But F was an arbitrary Z-constructible sheaf and hence a)Gf’ is injective as well. 
Now the five-lemma implies that (Y 2’ is an isomorphism, thus concluding the 
proof. 0 
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